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Professional Judgment
• Best Practices
• Deanna Holder-4 year Public
• Jonna Raney—4 year Private
• Denise Welch—2 year Public

Professional Judgment
• Exercise discretionary action for extenuating circumstances that
affect a student’s and/or parent’s ability to pay for educational
expenses.
• May use professional judgment on a case-by-case basis only to
alter the data used to calculate the EFC.
• You must be able to distinguish between changes in a family’s
circumstances that are a function of choice, and those that are a
function of necessity.
• You must complete verification for a selected student before you
exercise professional judgment to adjust any values that are used
to calculate the EFC.
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What to do?
• Take emotion out of the equation
• Ask for documentation (documentation will tell the story)
• Professional judgment decisions should be based on a review
of the family’s complete financial situation and not just the
specific circumstances that lead them to request the review.
Sometimes there are offsetting changes in the family’s
financial situation.

What are some unusual circumstances ?
• Loss of employment
• Loss of benefits
• Medical expenses that exceed 10% of AGI
• Separation or divorce if occurred after FAFSA/TASFA filed
• Death (parent, spouse)
• Adding parent to the number in college
• Addition of a dependent to household
• Student Marital Status Change

Dependency Override
• Student’s voluntary or involuntary removal from parents’
home due to an abusive situation that threatened the
student’s safety and/or health
• Incapacity of parents such as incarceration
• Inability of the student to locate the parent(s) after making
reasonable efforts
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What documentation do we ask for?
• It is unlimited.
• You ask for what you believe will assist you in evaluating the
particular review that you are doing.
• Documentation should be in writing and verifiable.
• What items are best:
• Neutral third party letters on letterhead
• Tax documents
• Financial statements
• Receipts

Remember

• Your are given the authority!
• When in doubt ask:
• Co-Workers
• Supervisor (s)
• Compliance
• Another College

• Every financial transaction has a receipt
• DOCUMENTATION IS A MUST

• Offer options and tell the student what you can do, do not
give the student false hope.

PJs at OBU ( 4 year private)
Jonna Raney,
Director of Student Financial Services
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Typical PJs We Consider
• Dependency Override
(Director must approve)
• Dependency Override Request Form
• Letter from student
• Letter from family member or friend
• Letter from pastor, teacher or
counselor

Typical PJs We Consider
• Private/Homeschool K-12 Expenses of Siblings
• Statement from School or Parent for Homeschool

Typical PJs We Consider
• Income Reduction
• Job Loss
• One Time Windfall
• Loss of Child Support/Alimony
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Typical PJs We Consider
• Medical/Dental
Expenses (over 11%
of IPA)
• Statement of
expenses for a 12
month period

Typical PJs We Consider
• Parent in College
• Parent must
submit bill.

Typical PJs We Consider
• Change to Student Marital Status
• Student declares to counselor
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Process to Request PJ
• Parent or Student must submit
Documentation
• Counselor reviews complete documentation
• Counselor completes PJ Decision Form
• Form states PJ situation presented
• Date of Review
• Decision (approved/denied)
• Date Decision Communicated to Student
• Finalized Date

• Additional Comments
• Counselor Signature

My Weekly Reminder to Staff

PJs at TAMU ( 4 year Public)
Deanna Holder
Financial Aid Advisor
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Professional Judgment Forms

PJ’s not considered
• Student already has a EFC of Zero
• Expenses related to personal living choices

(wedding expenses, credit card bills,
home mortgage or school loan payments, car payments, legal expenses, other misc. consumer
item expenses)

• Families with reductions processed in 2013-2014 that grossly
underestimated their 2013 income
• One year bonus income/lottery winnings
• Reductions in overtime pay
• Reduction in income resulting bankruptcy proceedings
• Parents unwillingness to provide information for the FAFSA

Professional Judgment Flow
Student submits CRF w/documents
Documents scanned into our Imaging System and sent to Workflow
If student file has not been verified, we verify original data on FAFSA
CRF is assigned to Advisors for review/processing
Contact student for additional documents or clarification if needed
If approve-update Compass and/or FAA Access (D.O.) and notify student
If Denied—notify student and enter notes on Compass

Submit Professional Judgment Worksheet and detail memo to Imaging and documentation for approval or denial
Clear from workflow
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Professional Judgment Forms

Scenarios

Kitty’s mother had income earned from work of $25,000 in
2013 but is no longer employed for 2014.

How would you proceed?
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Ryan has had no contact with his Mom since he was 3 years old. He
has lived with his Dad who is an alcoholic and verbally abusive. He
lived with his Dad all but a few months at the end of high school and
checks on him every now and then. Documentation has been received
from his high school teacher.

How would you proceed?

Claire submitted documentation explaining that her parents
would not support her through college because of the boy she
was dating. What would you do?

How would you proceed?

Henry is a graduate student who moved from Oklahoma. He is asking
for an increase for moving expenses, U-Haul rental, gas for U-Haul,
in addition to the deposits he had to pay for an apartment and
electricity. He feels these cost fall under educational expenses to
attend college.

How would you proceed?
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Levi’s parents own a restaurant and have not been as busy as they
were last year.
•
•
•
•
•

EFC: 12,000
Grade Level: U4
Residency: Texas Resident
Assets: 10,000
Household: 4, 2 in college

How would you proceed?

Questions?
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